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It is shown that contradictory experimental data on magnetic moments and spin order at Fe/Cr
interfaces can be explained by structural irregularities at the interfaces. The spin-polarized electronic
charge distribution was calculated by using a self-consistent tight-binding model combined with a
real-space recursion method. It was used to interpret the total magnetic moment of Cr~001! films and
of Cr/Fe~001! sandwiches molecular beam epitaxy grown on Fe~001! from in situ measurements
with an alternating gradient magnetometer during film growth. While a strong decrease of the
sample moment during Cr deposition was observed on a very smooth surface, no moment change
occurred for a strongly faceted surface. The different results of both experiments are consistent with
the calculations if we take into account~i! a possible ferrimagneticc(2 3 2) spin configuration of a
Cr monolayer on Fe~001! which might be favorable in clusters of a certain size and for high step
densities;~ii ! a possible interchange of one Cr and Fe monolayer at the interface; and~iii ! a
multidomain configuration with zero net moment of a thin Fe layer on a Cr surface due to a high step
density. © 1997 American Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!45808-5#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Tight-binding calculations by Victora and Falicov1

and the full-potential linearized-augmented-plane-wa
~FLAPW! results of Fu and Freeman2 predicted strongly en-
hanced magnetic moments of more than 3mB for one mono-
layer of Cr deposited on an ideal Fe~001! surface as well as
an antiparallel orientation of the Cr and Fe momen
However, many experiments~e.g., by photoelectron
spectroscopy3 or x-ray circular dichroism4! did not succeed
in verifying this prediction. Recently, by using anin situ
alternating gradient magnetometer~AGM!, it was possible to
observe Cr moments up to 4mB for submonolayer Cr on
Fe~001! and an average moment of 3mB for a 1 ML Crfilm.

5

In addition, in agreement with theory, it was found that t
first Cr monolayer couples antiferromagnetically to the
magnetization and that there is a significant deviation fr
layer-antiferromagnetic order in the first few monolayers
thicker Cr films on Fe~001!.

Up to recently the theoretical predictions were based
ideal surfaces and interfaces, whereas structural def
~steps, vacancies, interdiffusion etc.! are known to occur in
the growth process. Due to the antiferromagnetic coup
between Fe and Cr, structural defects at the interface ma
expected to create an interesting variety of magnetic beh
iors. The results presented here give compelling evide
that the presence of such defects at the surfaces of the
strates is the origin of some of the curious magnetic beha
experimentally observed earlier, e.g., a zero net magn
moment of a Cr layer grown on a stepped Fe surface.6 It will
be shown below how some of these discrepancies in the
perimental findings may be traced back to structural irre
larities at the interfaces.
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II. THEORY

The spin-polarized electronic charge distribution w
calculated by using a self-consistent tight-binding model
combination with a recursion method in the real space.7,8 For
this model, two essential parameters are used:b( i , j ), the
hopping integrals between sitesi and j obtained in the ca-
nonical description from the width of thed bands andJi
~i5Cr, Fe! for the exchange parameter adjusted in order
recover the experimental magnetic moments for Cr and
i.e., 0.6mB for Cr and 2.2mB for Fe. At the interface, we
assume

b~FeCr!5A$b~FeFe!•b~CrCr!%.

These model calculations have given, in the case of perio
systems, like Fe/Cr superlattices or Fe/Cr/Fe sandwiches9,10

satisfactory agreement with methods using the local-den
approximation~LDA !.11 However, even the best LDA calcu
lations yield the wrong ground state for Fe~fcc phase!.12

Only after improving the exchange correlation by addi
gradient correction to the exchange-correlation energy
ground state of the Fe crystal is found to be indeed bc13

Chenet al.14 have shown, using LDA, that the ground sta
of bulk Cr is nonmagnetic. They interpret this failure as
indication that LDA does not adequately describe Cr and t
it may be necessary to go beyond the LDA to perform re
able calculations of structural and magnetic properties
bulk Cr and its surfaces and interfaces.

Moraitis et al.15 have recently performed calculations o
Fe1Crm superlattices~m51,...,7! using TB-LMTO code with
LDA. The calculation displays, for the ground state, para
alignment of Fe and Cr spins at the Fe/Cr interfaces as c
pared to antiparallel configuration in the case of Fe2Crm
superlattices.11 However, when the lattice parameter is i
creased, a spin flip occurs between Fe and Cr in Fe1Crm
4347/3/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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superlattices.15 Moreover, LDA leads to a 3-layer period o
the interlayer exchange coupling.15 This last result should be
considered as an ‘‘artifact’’ of the LDA approximation. Th
general gradient approximation~GGA! of Perdew and
Wang16 leads to very different results for Fe1Crm superlat-
tices:

~1! the relative orientation of Fe and Cr spins in the interfa
layers oscillates between parallel and antiparallel ver
m; and

~2! a 2-layer period is now recovered for the interlayer e
change coupling.

III. EXPERIMENT

Fe~001! films and Fe/Cr~001! sandwiches were epitaxi
ally grown in UHV ~p'2310210 mbar! on Au~001! films
which in turn were grown on LiF~001! substrates. The film
structure was verified by low-energy electron diffracti
~LEED! andex situby transmission electron microscopy an
diffraction. The magnetic moment of the samples was c
tinuously measuredin situ during growth using an alternat
ing gradient magnetometer~AGM! in magnetic fields up to 9
kOe.

In a first experiment,5 the deposition of a Cr layer on
flat Fe film was accompanied by a drastic reduction of
sample moment as shown in Fig. 1. This behavior was
plained by assuming a random growth of the Cr layer, a
ferromagnetic coupling between Fe and Cr moments at
interface, and large Cr surface and interface moments.5 In a
second experiment6 by using particular growth condition
~e.g., growth temperature 300 K! and after depositing severa
Au/Fe/Cr sandwich layers, strongly faceted surfaces resu
with a large step density. After the deposition of a gold lay
of 30 Å, a Fe film of 12.6 Å was deposited followed by 8
Å of Cr, 12.2 Å of Fe, and a further Au layer~all grown at
300 K!. The spontaneous magnetic moment as obtained f
extrapolating the magnetization curves from fields betwee
and 2 kOe toH50 is shown in Fig. 2 for this deposition
sequence. We observe that the magnetic moment of
sample does not change upon deposition of Cr on top of

FIG. 1. Spontaneous magnetic moment of a film grown on Au~001! during
sequential deposition of Fe~001! and Cr~001!. The scale at the right side
gives the areal density of the moment change during Cr deposition, i.e.
integral moment change normalized to the number of atoms in the su
~data from Ref. 5!.
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first Fe film in contrast to the first experiment. Furthermo
the moment of a second Fe layer remains practically zero
to about 5 monolayer~ML !.

IV. DISCUSSION

The two experiments presented in Sec. III differ in va
ous aspects and are in some way representative of othe
sults reported previously. It will be shown in this section th
apparent discrepancies can in principle be understood
consequence of different structural details of the samples
der investigation. The discussion will concentrate on th
different phenomena:~i! the net magnetic moment of th
submonolayer Cr films grown on Fe~001!; ~ii ! the total mag-
netic moment of thicken Cr films of Fe~001!; ~iii ! the net
moment of a second Fe layer grown on top of Cr/Fe~001!.

A. Submonolayer Cr on Fe(001)

The average moment of a submonolayer Cr film on Fe
determined from the initial slope of the total sample mom
versus Cr thickness. From the first experiment5 ~see Fig. 1!,
we deduce a value ofmCr'4 mB , from the second
experiment6 ~Fig. 2!, we find mCr'0. It has been shown
earlier6 that the last result is not related to contaminatio
These different results can be explained as follows: Ve
et al.17 have investigated the possibility of a ferrimagnet
in-plane configuration withc~232! symmetry for Cr mono-
layer on Fe~001! ~see Fig. 3!. The difference of total energy
with the well establishedp~131!2 ~in-plane ferromagnetic
coupling in the Cr overlayer combined with antiparall
alignment between Cr and Fe moments! is less than 1 mRy.
Therefore, either thec~232! configuration with nearly zero
net moment orp~131!2 with large negative net moment ca
be expected in the experiments. We therefore could un
stand our experiments if we assume that in a Cr film gro
on a faceted Fe surface6 the c~232! configuration is formed
whereas thep~131!2 configuration is present in the earlie
experiment5 and is responsible for the large negative slope
the magnetic moment at the beginning of the growth of Cr
Fe~001!. Moreover, it has been shown18 that small clusters of
Cr on flat Fe~001! surfaces favor thep~131!2 configuration
whereas bigger ones lead toc~232!. Futurein situ observa-

he
ce

FIG. 2. Spontaneous magnetic moment of a film grown on a face
Au~001! film with underlying Fe/Cr layers during deposition of a Fe/Cr/F
sandwich film~scale as in Fig. 1!. The thicknesses were verifiedex situby
x-ray fluorescence spectroscopy~data from Ref. 6!.
Pizzagalli et al.
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tions of the cluster size with scanning tunneling microsco
~STM! should allow to check this interpretation. Furthe
more, thec~232! configuration can minimize frustration a
step edges and therefore be the preferred one for high
densities~see Sec. IV B!

B. Thick Cr layers

A large total moment change of'25 mB per 2D unit
cell was observed for thick Cr layers in the first experime
~Fig. 1!. Stoeffleret al.19 have shown that this large mome
reduction can be reproduced in a physically meaning
model if an interchange of one Cr and Fe monolayer is
sumed to occur at the interface after deposition of the sec
Cr monolayer. Of course, a nonlayer-by-layer growth ne
to be included in the model in order to kill the oscillations
the magnetic profiles versus Cr deposition. A natural int
diffusion at the Fe/Cr interface has indeed been verfied
cently by STM and tunneling spectroscopy,20 by ion surface
scattering,21 and by angle-resolved Auger electro
spectroscopy;22 however, a complete interchange betwe
one Fe and one Cr layer has not been confirmed yet.
particular chemical order at the interface and the role
growth conditions remain to be elucidated.

In the second experiment, the total moment of Cr la
grown on a faceted Fe~001! surface remained practically zer
~Fig. 2!. This could simply mean that thec~232! spin con-
figuration persists once it has been formed in the early s
of growth. However, another mechanism could play a ro
Stoeffler and Gautier8 have proposed to link the nearly ze
moment to the presence of steps at the surface of Fe~001!. In
this case, a multiple domain configuration results~see Fig. 13
of Ref. 8! which leads to a very small total magnetic mome
change when one Cr monolayer is added. This effect co
also be of relevance for the fomation of thec~232! spin
configuration discussed above because the ferrimagn
state naturally reduces frustration at the step edges. To
the role of atomic steps, STM studies in combination w
RHEED andin situ AGM measurements are under way.

C. Moment of Fe on Cr(001)

From Fig. 2, it is evident that a Fe layer deposited o
strongly stepped Cr surface does not have a net magn

FIG. 3. Two different spin configurations for one monolayer of Cr on
Fe~001! surface:p~131!2 configuration with in-plane ferromagnetic orde
of Cr moments in antiparallel alignment relative to the Fe moments c
pared to ac~232! ferrimagnetic configuration.~1! and~2! indicate the spin
orientation relative to the Fe spins~1! of the substrate~from Ref. 19!.
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moment up to 5 ML thickness. This effect must be a con
quence of the particular Cr surface because the ferromagn
order of the previous Fe layer grown on Au~001! is devel-
oped as expected.6

This behavior can be explained by irregularities at t
surface of Cr~001! Vegaet al.23 have discussed the effect o
prominences, steps, and valleys at the surface of Cr~001! on
the magnetic map of Fe overlayers. Arising from a magne
multidomain arrangement, a zero total magnetic momen
obtained when starting the Fe deposition in qualitative agr
ment with the experimental data of Fig. 2. Zero magne
moment is obtained up to 4 ML of Fe in the case of sm
terrace width.

This interpretation is supported by the experimental o
servation that the critical thickness for the appearance o
ferromagnetic moment in the Fe layer varies for differe
samples. It is clearly necessary to determine the precise m
phology of the surface by STM in order to allow a mo
quantitative comparison with the experiment, in particul
concerning the spin configuration close to the interface
larger Fe thicknesses.
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